
Senate meeting May 2, 2016 

 

Jim Grabowska and Jon Bohn in attendance to present 

4:02pm quorum reached 

Bill Joyce motion to approve minutes 

Tom Fauchald 2nd 

Jim thanked Jeff Ueland for his service, input, advice and commitment to the IFO. Jeff was 

instrumental in ensuring Dick Kaspari was brought on to the IFO as legal staff.  

Jim also thanked Rod Henry and Tom Fauchald for being extremely valuable assets to the IFO. Both 

have brought extraordinary value to IFO. Jim praised BSUFA. 

Jim re mobile computer devices. They (MnSCU) wrote a free hand to come in and grab personal 

devices for investigation should they decide they need them, with no caveats. We said no, after 

having said that we would try to work with them to get the information they wanted (re FERPA etc). 

Other bargaining units also met and we all had the same concerns. 6 bargaining units with 10s of 

1000s of members, it made an impact and they listened. They decided they could live with a 

moratorium on the procedure and in the meantime we would meet with them (with different 

bargaining units) and hash out new language, including our original good faith to get them the info 

they want from the phones. We’re looking to resolve this within the next couple of weeks. Very 

excited about protecting our members.  

Brian Donovan- I’m puzzled about what was wrong with the old language? 

Jim- you’re preaching to the choir. I’ve been told by everyone that this was stupid. Poorly-conceived 

initiative. 

@@@@ 

Motion to abeyance for summer for grievances. Jeff asked for senate approval to take to M&C. 

Comes from Exec so no need for motion. Passed. 

@@@@ 

Motion for Exec to get senatorial authority over summer, to act on behalf of faculty. 

Tom moves motion- that the exec be given senatorial power over the summer 

Mike Murray 2nd 

Passed 

@@@@ 

Informational item 



Proposed administration changes in CAS. Nursing will still stay in CAS but the associate dean will 

move over to nursing and then get another associate dean for CAS. The nursing position will be held 

with 8020 monies. Three administration positions in CAS. 

Jan Heuer- the budget presentation Hansen had, he indicated there would be a 1% cut in positions, 

but wasn’t clear where they would come from? How can we have a cut if they add administration?  

Tom- the issue I have is the way they’re doing it, which is taking 8020 money which should go to the 

program and that’s going to be paying for an assistant dean in CAS, rather than in nursing. It’s a shell 

game and I have real issues with it. It’s having nursing subsidise a new CAS position 

Rod - perhaps faculty from nursing can answer better, or maybe not in public. As I understand it, 

there are a number of fixed term, adjunct, part time positions, and if you have extra 8020 money, 

the best thing is to turn some of those into probationary positions rather than another 

administrator. My question is why are these 8020 funds not being used to turn the fixed term 

positons into probationary now that we see there is demand there? 

Larry Swain- the director would be over both BSU and NTC nursing, whereas the chair would be just 

over BSU nursing. 

Andy Hafs- the money that is supposed to be back in the dept, that should be protected. 

Jeff- any kind of motion that we can bring, or do you just want us to go in there and punch it out? 

Rod- I would think it appropriate that we “move to delay adding additional administrative positions 

until the fall, until the new president and leadership can assess the financial impact of these 

decisions”  

Keith Marek 2nd 

Tom- I like the wording 

Sarah Tarutis- would it be an IFO position? 

Jeff- no management, Musaf, I believe 

Keith- I like the wording of this. 

Sarah- nursing did request that these 8020 moneys be reviewed. 

Jeff- before M&C can you please dig up some timelines so that we can have that ready to go? 

Passed 

@@@@ 

Committee reports 

Curriculum 

Curriculum recommends passing 



Passes 

@@@ 

Budget: Tom 

See handout. 

@@@ 

Government Relations- Jon Bohn 

At DA, we awarded Tom an award that he wasn’t here to accept.  

Any questions about legislative updates? 

Jon discussed updates on what’s happening related to MnSCU and the IFO campuses with regards to 

the legislature. 

Action alerts are coming through in the next week. 

Rod- the Facebook feed is excellent. 

Jon- we are starting to get a lot of action on our social media 

@@@ 

Academic calendars 

Move to approve them all- the calendar and the three timelines 

Keith 2nd  

Rod- I withdraw my motion 

Jeff- we need to ask for them at M&C 

Tom- moves approval of the 5-year calendar 

Keith 2nd 

Passed 

@@@@ 

Jeff- Deb Peterson had asked that we introduce the diversity and inclusion work plan (see handouts). 

We can bring back to our departments and report back in the fall 

Jeff- maybe I can get motion 

Rod- motion to refer back to the departments and bring back to senate next fall 

Tom  second 



Passed 

@@@ 

Housekeeping – thanks to Tom, Larry Rod, Sarah, Keith, Rod 

5:03 adjourned 

 


